
COMPUTER CONSULTANCY
The Insured is a computer consultancy company which 
successfully tendered for a contract for the creation and 
delivery of a document management system for a major 
corporate client. The project once commenced was 
plagued with problems and the relationship between the 
Insured and the client gradually deteriorated. 

The client terminated the contract within 12 months of its 
commencement and alleged that the Insured failed to 
continue or complete development of the software in 
accordance with contract specifications. It further alleged 
that the Insured engaged in misleading and deceptive 
conduct in it misled the client as to its ability to comply 
with the client’s requirements. The Insured and the client 
engaged in a mediation pursuant to the terms of the 
terminated contract. CGU’s panel lawyer assisted the 
Insured through the process with the matter settled 
at mediation for approximately $80,000.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPER
The Insured is a software developer and in November 2005 
entered into a $770,000 contract with a client to develop a 
new software program for the client to manage it’s 
business. Completion of the contact was scheduled for 
September 2006. When the program was not completed 
on time, the client instructed the Insured to cease work. 
The Insured says the non-completion was in part due to its 
own staffing issues but mainly because of changes in the 
scope of the contract, by the client. The client’s lawyers 
made an “ambit claim” for damages alleging breach of 
contract and misleading pre-contractual representations 
on the part of the Insured. Our lawyers engaged a 
computer expert to review the lnsured’s work on this 
project who concluded the likelihood that the lnsured 
would potential be found liable, potentially for an amount 
up to $4,000,000. The matter was settled at mediation for 
the original cost of the contract. The Insured’s policy 
Excess was $10,000.

WEB DESIGNER
The Insured provides web design services and used generic 
photos from the internet for photos in the client’s website 
without obtaining copyright approval. An overseas 
organisation owned the copyright over the various images 
forcing the Insured to cease using the images immediately. 
Not only was there a claim for damages from the overseas 
based organisation, legal costs were incurred to defend the 
matter. Also, the Insured suffered reputational damage due 
to the incident.

SOFTWARE PROGRAMMER
The Insured is a software programming company which 
successfully tendered for a contract to integrate a new 
system with the client’s existing payroll software to 
streamline payroll processing. 

The client has employees covered by 20 different industrial 
awards causing the integration of the Insured’s software 
with the client’s payroll system being far more complex 
than the Insured anticipated at the commencement of the 
contract. Causing missed deadlines and cost overruns.

The Insured contended, however, that most of the 
integration difficulties have been caused by the changing 
management at the client company and by incorrect 
information from the client of the specific detail of various 
industrial awards.

The client terminated the contract within 12 months of its 
commencement and alleged that the Insured failed to 
continue or complete development of the software in 
accordance with contract specifications. The matter was 
settled at mediation for approximately $80,000.
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CLOUD SERVICE PROVIDER
The Insured notified CGU of a claim because of the 
Insured transferring clients’ data base to a cloud based 
server in order to provide faster access speed and larger 
storage capacity.

During the transition process, it appears that some of the 
clients’ data was lost. Also, and contrary to the intended 
outcome of the transition, some clients experienced 
slower data access speeds than before.

The Insured was found liable for the data restoration costs 
and loss of income, the client suffered, due to being unable 
to access the lost data.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPER
The Insured was commissioned by its client to develop a 
software management system for a local council. A dispute 
arose between the Insured and the client in relation to 
alleged excessive delays and costs in relation to the project. 
The client assessed these costs in excess of $250,000.

The Insured has alleged that the delays arose as a result of 
continued changes in the specifications by the client and, 
as a result, the completion date was not met. A huge 
volume of documentation was delivered electronically 
resulting in substantial legal costs being incurred by our 
panel lawyers.

At least 50% of the delays were caused by the client itself 
and by mismatched expectations governing the scope of 
the project. However, we identified an exposure on the 
Insured’s part as follows:

• outsourcing the project to another contractor and 
failing to provide that contractor with a scope of work 
that aligned with the client’s requirements.

• failing to properly manage the work by the contractor.

• failing to establish clear parameters for the work and 
testing that was to be performed by the client as 
distinct from the Insured or the contractor.

• failing to discuss other relevant technical information 
with the client.

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION
The Insured is a web marketing company which specialises 
in search engine optimisation (SEO) services. The Insured’s 
client operated an allied health practice. The client sought 
the Insured’s services with the aim to have the client’s 
business return a page 1 ranking. An agreement was 
entered into, which included a guarantee about targets 
being reached, and the Insured commenced work.

It took about 1 month to agree upon the key phrases that 
would be targeted. The client experienced some 
connectivity problems with its web site which were 
unrelated to the services being performed by the Insured. 
The Insured also experienced issues regarding the back 
end of the client’s website which also caused some delay. 
The Insured had arranged for the website to be upgraded 
and the links being activated about a month later. The 
client then wanted to change and increase the number of 
key phrases, however problems continued mainly due to 
the fact that the client website lacked depth.

The client was ultimately unhappy and cancelled the 
agreement and subsequently issued legal proceedings 
against the Insured seeking damages, which were 
discontinued to allow for a mediation. The matter was 
settled at mediation for approximately $15,000.

SOFTWARE RESELLER
The insured operates a business reselling project 
management software. After a successful trial period for 
one of its clients to utilise the software, the client 
commissioned the Insured to install the software on a 
permanent basis.

The client subsequently raised issues about the 
performance of the software on the basis that it did not 
meet the client’s needs. The client wanted some degree of 
customisation of the software but that was not possible 
because it was a commercial off-the-shelf product.

The client issued a letter of demand claiming losses in 
excess of $100,000, alleging negligence and misleading 
and deceptive conduct on the part of the Insured in breach 
of the Trade Practices Act. The client alleges that the 
software was sold as a tailored software system specifically 
for the client, whereas the Insured asserts that no such 
representations were made and indeed that at all times it 
made it clear to the client that the product was a 
commercial off-the-shelf system. The documentation was 
silent on the point.

We have rejected the client’s demands and continue to 
defend the matter on behalf of the Insured at the time 
of writing.
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